Hi,

Please let Ilmari receive mails sent to the mentoring@tdf alias. This would make sure that whenever something is sent there that matches his Development Marketing role, he can just answer that directly, without me needing to forward.

Thanks,

Miklos

---

**History**

#1 - 2020-01-10 10:54 - Florian Effenberger
- Assignee set to Guilhem Moulin
- Target version set to Q1/2020

Oh, absolutely, seems that one slipped through - thanks for mentioning!
Guilhem, can you take care of that and inform Ilmari?

#2 - 2020-01-10 13:26 - Guilhem Moulin
- Status changed from New to Closed

Guilhem, can you take care of that and inform Ilmari?

Done. He'd have been automatically notified if you had addressed him (CC Beluga Beluga) or add him as watcher :-P